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DigoForum
Prof. Carmick Reviews
Will
uss
Highly Documented Book ’Crisis’ Today
tion of the role of Harvard as the
principle bridge between English
Fabianism and American Keynes.
ism socialism."
Drawing a parallel between communism, nazism, fascism, Keynes ism and Fabianism, Professor Carmick asserted all of these "isms"
strive for the same end, the con-

The tole of socialism in America,
its special emphasis on Keynesian
iaasse, was discussed by Edward
.Carmick, associate professor of
dustrial engineering, at the book
alk yesterday in the cafeteria.
Talking before a standing-roomnly crowd. Professor Carmick rewired the highly documented 114 us booklet, "Keynes at Harvard."
Following his talk, Professor
annick skillfully evaded questions
from the audience that would inolre his own opinion and emphai2rd, "My remarks are taken from
he booklet and are not my own
pinions."
li.eynes at Harvard," subtitled
Fronomic Deception as Political
covers an investigation of
especially Keynesian soat Harvard university. It
opared by the Veritas fount gi oup of Harvard alumni.
book," Professor Carmick
. ..ned, "involves the invest iga-

Junior-Senior Ball
Set for Saturday
"Twilight on the Terraec," this
year’s senior-junior class dance,
will be held Saturday from 9 p.m.
to 1 a.m. in the Terrace room of
the Fairmont hotel in San Francisco.
Dick Reinhart’s nine-piece band
will play for the all -college event.
"The dance is sponsored by the
senior and junior classes but is
open to the entire student body,"
emphasized Mike Harris, senior
class president.

Fisher Bill
Talk Today

Tickets are on sale for $2 a couple in front of the cafeteria and at
the Student Affairs business office,
TH16. Sales will continue tomorrow in T1116 only.

IlacColl, legislative consul the state senate committee
on efficiency and economy, will
speak today at 3:30 p.m. in Morris
Dailey auditorium on the Fisher
i51571 bill.
Dr. Roland Lee, associate professor of English at SJS, and Dr.
Jackson Main, SJS associate professor of history, will act as modastor and program chairman, respectively, for the event.
The controversial bill, which has
been backed by the California
State Federation of Teachers, stipulates the type of education teaches mast have to mactice in elementary, secondary and junior colleges or to acquire designated credentials.
ii
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Buses are being chartered to provide transportation to and from
the Fairmont hotel. More information may be obtained by contacting
Dennis Fimple, CYpress 3-7599.
This is the second time the junior and senior classes have combined to present a spring dance,
Harris said. In the past, each class
held a separate dance which was
open to class members only.

Award Nominations
Due Today in Union
I

Today is the final day to submit
applications for the ASHmeritorbus services awards and the La
Torre awards, according to ASB
Treas, Rod Diridon.
andRecognized campus organizations
approved living centers who
have nominees may turn in applications at the College Union, 315
S. Ninth St.
Groups needing extra application blanks may secure them in the
ASH treasurer’s office in the union.

Acq iN ioN I
f Brazilian President Joao Goulart told
Congress Wednesday he is confident peaceful competition with
communism will show representative democracy is the most perfect form of government for the
Preservation of individual liberty."
Addressing a joint session in
Portugues., Goulart reaffirmed! ael,
Brazil’s sapport of
the democratic principles which united the
Dr. Ronald Hilton, considered
People of the West."
lie prtised the Alliance for one of the nation’s top authorities
Progress. but warned Congress on Latin American affairs, will
speak here Monday in connection
not to expect "rigorously
technical global planning" and "Prior with the college’s observance of
eliminat o n of instability" by Pan American week, Apt il 9
through 13.
Latin American nations.
Professor Hilton, founder and dilie said Brazil offers "ample
Possibilities for foreign private rector of Stanford university’s Hisenterprise that wants to cooper- panic American and Luso-Brazilian
ate loyally for the develorsnent of institute, will discuss "The Crisis
the roam ry."
of Honesty in Latin America,"
In the field of public utilities. Monday at 11:30 a.m. in Concert
he said. "there are certain areas Hall.
rif friction that
His talk, sopnsored by the Pan
should be rum rated since, by a natural phe- American committee, the college
fismenon, they generate not only lecture committee and the Associmisunderstandings between t he ated Student Body, will be open
ciaernment and the franchised to the public without charge.
eornpanies Mit not infrequently
ri is understan
dings between
friendly countties."
Foreign -owned telephone comlames in Rio tie Janeiro and in
Plans for the new SJS FM radio
smaller cities in southern Bra- station, KSJS, will he discussed by
zil have been expropriated
Flick, associate proby Dr. Clarence
sate goverrunents in
the past. two fessor of drama, today at 3:30 p.m.
months. Goolart’s government has over campus closed-circuit
’ought to bring about friendly
Prliements with the owners.
Opportunities available for stuGrisliest said inflation in Brazil dent participation and KSJS prostemmed from sharp changes
in gramming plans will be elaborated
the economy
provoked by World on by Dr. Flick.
War Is
Jane Winter, sophomore educa"We know that victory over
our tion major, and Bob Halladay. senPresent dificulties
depends on our ior journalism major, will direct the
Dwri work. our
own energy, our questions. Bob Stevens, senior ra%maser-dice. The Brazilian
will modPeople dio and television major,
Made every passible sac- erate the program.
rifice tel conquer
The program may be viewed in
backwardness and
underdeveionment," Goulart said. SD132.

Dr. Hilton To Talk
wn Latin America

FM Radio Plans

centiation of power into the hands
of a few.
The relation of communism to
socialism was pointed out when
Professor Carmick quoted a background study of 36 Communists.
"Of these, 34 came up to conununsm through the ranks of socialism." he emphasized.
"Whatever the degree, socialists
and communists embrace each other as comrades," he quoted from
the hook.
In 20 minutes of questioning following his talk see editorial comment, page 2), Professor Carmick
exchanged comments with various
members of the economies faculty
and with individual students.
Dr. Leontual Weiss. associate professor of economics, questioned certain facts stated in the book, countering them with facts of his own.
He added, "There is no question
about it, Keynes dominates our own
Economics department as well as
those of many other colleges "

Is the United States state department’s decision to back the
United Nations’ stand on the
Congo crisis consistent with the
national goals of America?
Both sides of this question will
be examined today at 2:30 p ti.
in SD1I4 by a public forum on the
Congo. A 10-15 minute period of
audience participation will follow
the 50-minute discussion.
Both sections of the forum will
be taped for possible broadcast
over the new SJS FM radio station later this semester.
The forum is the first in a
series of three discussions on international and national problems,
and is the project of a speech
activites class.
Moderating the program Is
Mark Thayer, who is also student assistant program director
of the radio-tv area of the Speech
and Drama department.
The state department’s position
will be defended by Jack Small,
junior police science major from
Redwood City, and Jack Pockman,
junior social science student from
Menlo Park.
Presenting views criticizing the
department are Elizabeth Stone,
San Carlos senior political science
major, and Raymond Blockie, a
graduate student.

Amendment Vote
Nullified by Council
A recent special election which
approved three amendments to the
ASB constitution was struck down
by Student Council yesterday
when the group deelaned it null
and void because of election code
violations by the ASB election
board.
Results of the Freshman class
elections which were held concurrently to this election were al’lowest to stand.
Council immediately called for
another special election Tuesday

and Wednesday to again put the
proposed amendments before the
St udents.
’CONFUSION’
Council voided the election on
recommendation from the election
board and ASH Pres. Brent Davis
for what activities adviser Dick
Dodson called "a lot of confusion
in the conduct of the election."
Dodson told the group that election board members did not have
specific assignments from chairman Skip Morelli, for the election.

History Prof Analyzes
PacifismTASC Talk

Michael Kay, assistant professor of history, analyzed modern
pacifistic theory in a speech sponsored by TASC tToward Active
Student Community) yesterday.
Foregoing objectivity, Professor
Kay said, "I am not, as a pacifist
and a somewhat rational human
being, willing to instigate a nuclear
war in the name of peace."
Without expressing a specific
format, he spoke favorably of unilateral American disarmament of
a non-violent, rather than a passive, nature.
’The dangers inherent in a continued arms buildup are almost beyond comprehension. Americans
feel secure in it because it has been
used and labeled a deterrent to
war.
"I’m not sure what the result of
an American non-violence policy
now would be, but I’m even less
sure that our present violent methods will lead to peace," he said.
Explaining the basic tenets com!non to the various pacifist doctrines, Professor Kay stated that
iolenee hinders achievement of the
Fifteen recreat a n eotilecitiiiis %kali democratic and peaceful order. He
meet this weekend at the Asilomar said that modern states are built
-conference grounds.
Topics of discussion have not a.s
yet been decided, according to Buford Bush, assistant professor of
"Operation Pet t icoat ," tomorrow
recreation at SJS and president of
evening’s Friday Flick, will be
the Recreation Educators assn. of
shown in Morris Dailey auditorium
Northern California.
at 7:30.
Educators from the University
The skipper of a disabled subof the Pacific, Fresno State, Sacramento State, San Francisco marine finds that his problems
State, Alameda State, Los Angeles have just begun, when five strandState, Long Beach State, San Fer- ed Army nurses come aboard his
nando Valley State, UCLA and ship.
The fast moving comedy stars
USC, and the University of California at Davis are expected to at- Cary Grant, Tony Curtis, Joan
CrBrirm and Dina 7%1ml-ill
tend.

on voilence ;mei that only revolution eon affect order through techniques of non-violence.
Decentralization of polities and
economic order would be necessary
to a new society. l’lle ideology of
non-violence is a direct relevant to
politics, according to Professor
Kay.

land the entire group did not take
part in it.
I Other reasons for tudlificatkin
were that the chairman was not
present for the entire ballot count ling procedure, the polls were
moved to the lobby of Morris
Dailey auditorium instead of in
1
front of the library as previously
I announced, and the polls were not
kept open the required length of
I time, according to Dodson. The
latter two reasons, the board felt,
’were factors which contributed to
’the light voter turnout.
FEW VOTERS
The elections drew a sparse 1
per cent of the ASH. 163 students.
Freshman elections were not
nullified because the council felt
that considerable delay has already
been imposed on the class which
has been without officals for the
greater part of the semest PI’. In
addition, new elections could met
he scheduled until later ill 111, seand this would conflict
mester
with the spring Atili elections.
In a surprise move. president
Davis appointed Carleton Parks
chairman of the election board to
succeed Morello, whom Davis indicated has resigned. Council appl’OlIMI 177,1 :trim k: 717 ’17,717 11-0-1.

"An end justifies the means only
if the end is achieved," he said.
LEss
izES
"But projected ends dictate their
Two of the amendment proposals
means.
"If you want oak trees, you must !which will go before the voters
plant acoins. The principle is the again call for lowering the pericentage of ASB signatures needed
same with political systems. If you
want a political system free of the on a petition for student government action: and the third asks
ethical norm of violence, you canthat the time span allowed for
not affect it through violence."
election of executive officers and
"Pacifism in International RelaProfessor Kay carefully differ- student council members be
tion.s" will be discussed by Dr.
entiated
between non-violent re- changed to an earlier date.
George Jones, SJS assistant profesIn other action, Student Council
sistance
to
oppression and complete
sor of philosophy, today at 3:30
called a special meeting for 6:15
submission throughout his speech.
p.m. in cafeteria rooms A arid B,
tonight to discuss another amendsponsored by the SJS International
He compared the Hindu pacifism merit proposal which would make
Relations club.
with Christian pacifism of both the class presidents members of cowsOne of Dr. Jones’ main tenets
activist non-violent resistance type. 61.
will be. ’The metaphysical theory
and the passive withdrawal nonIf approved by council. this proof the state is responsible for the
resistant type. He also compared poioil will also go on the ballot
present international anarchy."
revolutionary anarchistic pacifism next week,
Dr. Jones explained, "Since paciwith revolutionary socialistic. pacifism is at least as defensible moralfism.
ly anti intellectually as militarism,
The speaker was introduced ts
one would expect to find as many
Brian Paddock, junior, who sus pacifists as militarists. But, this is
gested to the audience that the’s
not the case. This situation needs
participate in the TASC approvai
an explanation, since the Judaeoof national steps in nuclear reactee
Christian religious and moral prininspection by writing to President
ciples which most of us embrace
Kennedy. He asked for suggestions I Accion’s aim is to build demoare, in fact, more compatible with
in methods to show students’ cm..; cratic local community institutions
pacifism than militarism."
eern for international peace in con- ! in Latin Ameriva, Jerry Brady, one
Following his talk, Dr. Jones
formity with the approaching East_ , of Accion’s two Amer lean directors,
’ said yesterday in Morris Dailey
plans to hold an open discu.ssion.
Pr season.
Professor Kay, who is adviser to auditorium.
Brady. appearing through coop.
the group, spoke as part of a TASC
lecture series on "Modern Political eration with the office of dean of
and Econonii,i
students, explained the accomplish"
ments and goals of his l’u-year-old
organization.
The epic film biography of Tsar
Accion is a privately sponsored
Ivan IV will be this week’s classic!
group which places young Amerifilm subject when "Ivan the Tercans in Latin America to help lift
rible" is shown today at 3:30 Rm.
living standards. organize the peoConcert Hall and again at 7
ple in self-help projects and combat
nid
p.m. in Morris Dailey auditorium.
A Danforth Campus Christian
political extremism, Brady said.
The film was directed by Sergei Worker grant has been awarded I..
Thirty students from California
Eisenstein, who spent years in re- the Rev. Henry G. Genies, former
are now serving 15 -month assignsearch and writing the scenario for SJS campus chaplain and Wesley
SACRAMENTO CUPI1Demo"I have no intention of cutting ments in Venezuela, according
to
this story of one of the most color- foundation director. The award oat ic Gov. Edmund G. Brown said down services in a state growing
Brady. Accion ;Hallos only I me out
ful figures in history.
furnishes a year of graduate study yesterday he will call the legis- as fast as California and letting
of every eight who apply. "We’re a
The musical score was written by in a university or theological school lature into special session next a minority group curtail essential
small group and we intend to stay
Russian composer Sergei Prokofiev. and a cash stipend.
week to try to break a deadlock
te,
to the people of this small
we don’t want to become
Mr. Gerner is presently attend- in the Assembly which saw Re- state."
The film will be presented in Rusat mass group." Brady explained.
sian dialogue with English sub- ing the University of California at publicans block administration efCommenting on another party
Recruitment so far has been von Berkeley, having been succeeded forts to enact a state budget.
titles.
deadlock in the Assembly over t ft:oil to California.
The preliminary film will be the this year by the Rev. J. Benton
Brown told a newsman he feels whether $970 million in adminisTechnical ability is not required
Mack Sennett production, ’The White as SJS Methodist college the GOP minority in the lower tration
bond issues should go on of applicants, hut is desirable,
chaplain.
Parmaeist." with W. C. Fields.
house showed "pure partisan poli- the November or June election Brady added. The most important
tics" in blocking passage of his ballot. Brown said:
requirement is the ability to lead
$2.9 billion spending program
"I want the elementary school :Ind organize.
throughout the 30-day regular sesBrady pointed out that once deand college construction bonds in
sion which ended at midnight.
June. If all of the rest of them velopment work in a community is
SENATE ACCEPTS
are on the primary ballot, it aehieved and the developers leave,
Although the Senate voted 34-2 doesn’t
(I RAN INVADERS AWAIT VERDICT
make any difference, to all accomplishments collapse. "We
HAVANA l’Pl) -The government prosecutor, demanding the to accept a spending program very me."
want our work to be tivrmanent,"
"most severe punishment our laws permit," asked death or 20 years close to Gov. Edmund G. Brown’s
he said.
Republican
party
leaders
in
the
imprisonment for each of the 1179 captured Cuban invaders whose original $2.9 billion recommendaAssembly.
meanwhile,
blamed
the
four-day trial ended Tuesday, the controlled press reported yesterday. tion, the lower house failed to get
budget fiasco on the Democratic
A mob of 300 persons shouting "Fidel. Fidel" and pro-Castro slogans the necessary 54 votes in a roll
used brute force to break up a "death watch" at Principe Prison by call taken minutes before the man- administration and cornplainei
that the Democrats refused to ac100 friends of war prisoners awaiting the venliet in their treason trial. datory end of the session.
The roll call told the story- - cept their recommendations to cu.
UN LOAN (bETS PRESIDENT’S sUPPORT
WASHINGTON (UPI) ---President Kennedy assured the Senate all 44 Democrats plus one Repub- state expenses.
I itsed to he a 91-1amml
Wednesday he will "minimize the outlay" of U.S. loan funds to the lican, Assemblyman Glenn E. CooPOLITICS INVOLVED
Litt
7’7 kilns.% until I
United Nations under the bipartisan compromise bill. He hailed the lidge of Felton. voted for it; :13
"This is a political year." Bross 7’
NI V11.11r my It
it
1,regor nylon %t r’
plan as "wholly satisfactory" to the administration. The President of the 34 Republicans in the lower told reporters. "I understand poll
.tiortr Irom R/A at
said that he will insist on annual repayment of principal and interest. house voted against it.
tics but the state must take cais
..aly 5.95. Nmi. I’m not
The roll call ended a cliff-hanger of human beings. As governor.
He added that he will make certain the money would not be used
weakling like I I I1I I
to "relieve other U.N. members of their obligation to make good performance that lasted through am going to fight for what I know
no, noi, I’m it
I,, be
filIfenmt type steak the final day of the budget part. is right."
on past assessments" or assessments of other members.
ling.
ht
I got %onoc
of the session and reached its cliMILITARY CLAIMS CONTROL OVER SYRIA
Asked if he thought Richard M
anti -rand gun..., and
DAMASCUS. Syria tUPI) --The ruling military junta claimed full max 35 minutes before the con- Nixon, one of two Republican conthat 144.1.pr bullies
control of Syria yesterday with the collapse of ft revolt by pro-Nasser stitutional deadline for the end tenders for the governorship, had
away. !Mort% stre in
black or white.
army officers in Aleppo. There were indications that the country of the session.
anything to do with GOP strategy
soon would be returned to the civilian government it had before the
Hinting that he again will sub- in blocking passage of the budget,
central army command staged a coup just a week ago. The central mit to the lawmakers almost the Brown said:
command said rebellious army units in Aleppo. the center of the same budget that the Republicans
"I don’t think he knows enough
ROOS
two-day uprising. had pledged their loyalty to the command. Condi&it
m Tuesday night, Brown about the state to have had anyid,
tions in the city were back to normal.
said:
thing to do with it."
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Thrust and Parry

Editorial

Maturity?
The so-called maturity of some college students was held up
to scrutiny yesterday during an unfortunate incident at the book
talk given by Edward S. Carmick. associate professor of industrial engineering. You will recall that Professor Carmick was
under recent attack from many quarters on statements made
about some fellow faculty members.
At the book talk. however, Professor Canniek, in an effort
to keep the talk objective. repeatedly emphasized his remarks
on the book, "Keynes at Harvard," dealing with Keynesian socialism, were taken front the text of the book and were not his
own opinions.
When a question period opened following the talk, a few
hostile students, disregarding Professor Carmick’s pre-stated position, blasted the speaker with apparently antagonistic harassing characteristic of juvenile temperament.
Undaunted, the retired Navy rear admiral snapped back,
"I’ll answer only your questions on this book talk. I did not come
up here to speak to be harassed by you or to be your patsy.
O.K.? Are we friends again?"
Professor Carmick was speaking as a guest, and as a speaker
already had made his position quite clear. No speaker, whether
he be faculty, student or private individual, should be forced
to answer remarks completely unrelated to the topic at hand.
In all fairness, it must be stated that most students and faculty
did bring up points pertinent to the Keynesian subject and these
were appreciated by the audience. Others, however, chose to resort to petty, inappropriate remarks.
The Spartan Daily deplores such a show of bad manners as
that exhibited by the relatively few students who sought to embarrass and antagonize the speaker. No matter what one’s personal opinion of Professor Carmick may be, action such as this
was completely out of place at the book talk.
ii.

Speaker Bureau
What happened to Prof. Albert Porter’s suggested faculty
speaker bureau?
His idea, expressed in Thrust and Parry recently, cast a
revealing light on the far side of the right vs. left controversy
the fact that personal convictions of faculty members are of
public interest and deserve outlets for their expression.
True, no one faculty member should assume responsibility
for expressing the opinion of the entire faculty, nor should any
one member have to assume such responsibility.
Learned men earnestly discussing both sides of an issue
would be infinitely better than one man speaking sagely before
an audience gathered to hear him echo their own beliefs. Such
is often the practice now.
The possibility of a panel of faculty speakers is worthy of
consideration, also. A spectrtun of views is desirable in any controversy.
Professor Porter is not on a crusade, however, and is content to await developments as the idea of a faculty speaker bureau percolates among his colleagues. At present, no action is
known to have been taken by the college administra:ion.
Crusades and panty raids, rallies and conclusion jumping,
all are part of the college environment. But a worthy suggestion,
such as Professor Porter’s, must not be lost in a hustling atmosphere. It merits consideration and fulfillment in the name of
serious pursuit of knowledge.
It takes much more than the right cigarette or a tattoo to
create a "thinking man." Let’s (dive the faculty members this
fair chance to speak and express their convictions.
CL.
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’Congratulations
On Splendid Paper!’
Editor:
My congratulations on a splendid paper! It is even better than
It was last year, and that is
praise indeed.
An achievement for which you
deserve a special brass-bound
medal was the sparkling edition
which appeared on the FIRST
DAY of the new semester.
You may be interested to
know that I often use selections
from your paper as examples
of good writing, when I talk to
my own students.
Many thanks, and good luck.
May you win every award for
which you apply!
E. D. Stewart
A...fstant Professor of English

CORE Report
Raises Question
Editor:
The recent publication of the
CORE report, which alleges discriminatory practices in college
approved housing, raises a question which merits the serious
consideration of the entire San
Jose State College community.
The controversy over these alleged discriminatory practices
can be characterized as a conflict between private interests
and public policy.
Both in Sacramento and in
Washington recent legislative
and judicial trends indicate that
the support or promotion of any
activity discriminating against
religious or racial groups by an
instrumentality of government
Is contrary to public policy.
The state colleges of California are agencies of government
and it is therefore incumbent
upon them to comply with public policy. The licensing of approved housing is a governmental act implying that the licensed household affords a "fit
and proper" environment for
students under 21 years of age
for whom the college has a responsibility by law.
The concept of "fit and proper" entails compliance with publie policy and a householder who
accepts a license cannot assert
a private right justifying any
conduct which is contrary to
public policy.
It cannot be sufficient for the
college administration to simply
insure that some housing is
available to all students requesting it. The college administration has a responsibility to insure that all licensees strictly
comply with public policy.
Leo J. Flynn
ASH 12745

Student Comments
On Harvard Y Rs
FAlitor:
Richard Rubacher had a letter
In the Spartan Daily. March 28,
in which he expressed dismay
over the fact that the San Jose
State Young Republicans do not
correspond to his ideas of what
kind of an organization the national Republican party is.
As his authority, he refers to
a magazine called "Advance"
published by the YR’s at Harvard (that shrine of liberaldom)
in which the opinion is expressed that Barry Goldwater
should be removed from any
policy-making position within
the Republican party, that Republicans should disassociate
themselves from the John Birch

society and that the Republicans
should stop acting like obstructionists by trying to defeat the
social legislation of the Democrats.
All this, of course, means that
Republicans should become
Democrats (or another way of
putting it: all elephants should
now make jackasses of themselves).
In reference to the three
changes proposed by the Harvard YR’s, I would say this:
Barry Goldwater is one of the
most responsible conservatives in
America today; it is a Republican’s own business if he wants to
join the John Birch society and
the Republicans have an obligation to themselves and to the
American people to defeat any
and all doses of socialism that
President Kennedy presents to
them.
Finally, I challenge Mr. Rubacher to point out the "extremists" in the SJS YR’s who
are not responsible conservatives.
Richard Reeb
ASH A4629

Foreign Student
Expresses Gratitude
Editor:
The enthusiastic plea made by
the Spartan Daily in support of
opposing the non-residence tuition hike which is so intimately
connected with foreign students’
financial burden, gives me a
great deal of comfort. I have
attended three institutions since
I came to this country, and have
been impressed by the fact that
there are always so many American students who show concern
over the difficulties a foreign
student may come across.
One of the primary purposes
of a foreign student’s being in
this country is to pursue knowledge whereby a sound social
background comparable to that
of the United States can be established as promptly as possible
in his home countrya commutative background based upon
which an easier cooperation
among peace loving countries
can be achieved. In the process
of this pursuit, he is oftentimes
confronted with intensive financial problems due to either the
strict foreign exchange policies
applied by his government or a
factual economic difficulty in
existence at his own home. It
is probably understandable that
a government which is a U.S.
aid recipient, at the same time
is in a situation to control foreign exchanges.
It is probably more understandable that with a considerable gap of purchasing power
between American dollars and a
foreign currency such as the
Chinese yuens, many a family,
may they be considered as above
average in their own country,
find it so difficult to keep pace
with the minimum expenses incurred to their children studying in the United States. Under
these circumstances, the most
serious problem with many foreign students face is, essentially,
financial.
By alleviating (or at least not
Increasing) the financial burden
of these foreign students, the
United States is in a way practicing a policy no less fruitful
than an effective foreign aid
policy which she has exerted so
much effort to search for in
abroad.

CONGRATULATIONS!!!

455 E. William St.

gilded

’Spend Money
On Residence Halls’
Editor:
On page 1 of the March 29
issue of the San Jose Mercury
and page 1 of the March 30
issue of the Spartan Daily, there
were articles entitled: "28 Million for SJS Work" and "28.5
Million Construction Allocation,"
I estmetively.
These articles reported a
$28% million building plan for
SJS over the next five years.
Under the list of major projects
for the year 1963-64 was a provisional appropriation of $75,000
for a president’s residence and
"equipment."
Might I suggest that if this
money must be spent on an
architectural project rather than
on academic projects such as
faculty research, that it be spent
on the beautification of our six
stark residence halls.
I’m sure minor architectural
and /or landscape improvements
such as lightweight -colored panels and the planting of trees
and ivy could be accomplished
at one-half the cost listed for
the president’s residence. The
aesthetic effect of six dormitories surely outweighs that of
one house.
If this suggestion should be
impractical, naive and wasteful,
then may I suggest that the designs for the president’s residence be drawn up by the state
department of architecture, using red brick and concrete, in
order to preserve campus architectural harmony, get the most
for the least money, etc,
John itendrIrks
12-)13

Editor:
Concerning Richard Reeb’s
fantastic discovery on March 28,
about those professors whom he
said "When they engage in some
rather unseemly and dubious activity . . such as, referring to

SPECIAL
Easter
Air Schedules
to
Southern California

Dress...

Reserve Now!

Cage

Open fill nine tonight

Editor:
Knowing that Dr. Elabd is an
engineering exchange professor,
I was surprised to find a misleading political statement by
him in the Spartan Daily published March 28, and I quote,
"The best logical solution of the
Palestine problem would be that
the Arab refugees go back to
their home land and establish
free elections."
First: I would expect you to
be more "logical" than that,
more practical and realistic
about solving the difficult refugee problem than quoting the
propaganda line of the Arab
governments which play political
football with their own brethren.
Secondly: You mention Palestine. What Palestine? Palestine
ceased to exist 14 years ago by
the decision of the U.N. to establish the state of Israel and
the non-existent Free Palestinian Arab State, now Arab occupied.
Thirdly: Concerning free elections. What elections and where?
Are you referring to "free elections" as in dictatorial Egypt?
Or are you trying to teach
democratic principles to Israel
(the only democracy in the Middle East)?
And last: I thought that your
purpose in coming here was to
teach engineering and not to be
an Egyptian propagandist.
Douglas Gunn
ASH 11581

CY 4-7629

conservatives as "fascists" and
Abdel Nasser as the ’world’s
greatest statesman.’"
In this respect, I would like
to make the following statements about President Nasser,
because I felt that the picture
of the person and his country
are so badly distorted in the
United States.
1. When historians study recent Arabic history, they compare most of it with the American post -Civil War period. With
that idea in mind, we (quid very
easily compare President Nasser,
with President Grant, who, as
we know, was not much of a
statesman. Was not he? Besides,
he used to drink quite a bit.
Did he not?
In the same century too, we
had President Cleveland, who
fathered an illegitimate child,
while he was in the White
House. As far as President Nasser is concerned, he is a devoted.
sincere man; his devotion goes
to his country, his people and his
family. Any statesman with
those characteristics is nothing
but a great one.
2. Why is Nasser liked? The
Arabs are a proud and a sensitive people. They are proud
about their past and sensitive
about their present. Let us forget the past for the moment and
take a look at the present, so
we can see how the Arabs are
treated by the West and what
is the importance of Nasser, as
far as that treatment is affecting the future of the Arabic nation:
Since the turn of the century,
Arabs have looked for freedom,
independence and unity. Here is
what happened, my dear friend:
A. On June 5, 1916, the Arabs
declared war against Turkey
after getting a written promise
from the allies, and namely
Britain, in case the war was
won, that the British would help
in establishing one Arab nation
from the Arabic lands which
were under Turkey. The war
was won and Turkey was defeated. The Arabs reminded the
allies of the pre-war agreement,
the answer of which was the
division of their lands into many
weak states instead and a special
status for Palestine. That was
the first disappointment with
the West, from whom the Arabs
had learned about such words
as "freedom," "independence,"
and "nationalism."

B. On June 23, 1939,
Frake
ceded to Turkey, the Syrian
sat.
jak of Alexandretta
and Anti.
0011. That was the second
pointment with the West.disap.
C. On May 14, 1948,
the
ger of Zionism was planteddig.
in
the heart of the Arabic
nation-.
Palestine. That was the
third
disappointment with the
West,
as well as the East.
D. On Nov. 18, 1956,
forces of Britain, France the
am
what is so-called "Israel"
at.
tacked the Suez canal, as you
probably recall. That was
the
fourth disappointment and
the
most recent one.
(To Be’ Continued)
George ’.11. Maalout
ASH 302
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a cool I-1.1-S

SPORT COAT
This featherweight sport jacket
gives you lotsof authority, makes
you feel like big. And plenty cool
’cause it’s light as a leaf on your
shoulders. In washable Du Pont
Dacrore’polyester blends; also
Batiks, Chambrays, Checks,
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stores that know the score...
$16.95 to $35.

FOR SALE

Encyclopedia Americana
30 Volume Set
Still in Original Cartons)
Moving in May Must Sacrifice!
Phone 241-7040 after 530

Big Auto
Insurance Savings Announced
Women and married men oyes
Si: $78 lea 513 dividend. or
net
of 565 (based on current (7 per
cent dividend). Single men under
25: 1252 less $43 dividend, or a net
of 5201.
$10/20.000 Bodily In’iury Liability: $5,000
Property Damage end $500 Medical
Payments. Other coverages at corn.
Parable savings. Payments can be
made once, twice or four times
year. Cell or write for full Infer.
motion to George M. Campbell.
566 Maple Ayenuo Sunnyvale.
agent 0.1741 Nay 81 nit.).

S
am’. army N11... wes.
,

34

Only
school days*
left to buy LaTorre!
(SJSC Yearbook)

The fashion -Took of
Ticking Stripes in your
favorite sunwear Denim.
It keeps ever -crisp, wrinklefree ...scarcely any ironing.
All this and fashion, tool
The button -up dress with
newly shaped skirt, great
patched pockets and a
woven -elastic belt.

.7/te

Student Questions
Prof’s Statement

Disappointments
With West List

by
Fleischman

$15.98

May I extend my gratitude to
all of you who so unselfishly endeavor to try to help solve the
foreign students’ problems.
Chen (’hi Wang
ASH A11937

Barney Deasy, President of Theta Chi, receives the plaque for
the best fraternity participation in the last campus blood drive.

Call Your Travel Agent

CY 7-1700

Greeks
Sports
Independents
Queens
Personalities
with more color than ever before.
A complete history of Campus life
for 1962.
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The fast strumming of bluegrass rhythms will make its appearance on the SJS campus tomorrow evening when the Redwood Canyon Ramblers perform
In S112 at 8 o’clock.
Tickets to the show, which is
Preented by the SJS Folk Song
club, will be sold at the doot for
$1.
Bluegrass music is an instrumental and humorous form of
music. Mockingly sweet, sentimental words are sung with a
driving, dynamic music. The instrumental background used by
the Kingston nit) is essentially
a form of bluegrass.
Bluegrass is mom commercial
than folk musk’. It was the
"marriage of mountain folk music with commetcial recording
techniques," according to George
Martin, president of the Folk
Song club.
Popular in England and southern United States, the young music is reminiscent of dixieland
and has roots in the Anglo-Saxon folk tradition as well as in
blues and jazz.
-

SAN JOSE CITY COLLEGE
pro,sc,nts

iii.

L

SJS Folksong Club
presents
* * * * * * * * * * * * *

Redwood Canyon Ramblers
in a concert of

BLUEGRASS
* * * ** * * * * * *
8 P.M., Friday, April 6th 5.112 $1

Lq.NAZIEEIZI
400 South First
.
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SJS Katt:ism
Ryan will be featured guest
piano soloist on Friday evening’s
concluding concert of the’ Santa
Clara Philharmonic’s current
season. The conceit. which is
open to the public without
charge will be held in the University of Santa Clara auditorium at 8:30 p.m.
Dr. W. Gibson Walters, professor of music at SJS and conductor and musical director of
the philharmonic, will lead the
orchestra for tomorrow’s in gram.
Ryan, who joined the SJS music staff in 1948, will perform
Bela Bartok’s Concerto No. 3
for Piano and Orchestra. This
will be the philharmonic’s first
presentation of the work.
After his last appearance tit
Carnegie Recital hall in 1960,
Ryan’s performance was admired
by the New York Times as "sensitive piano playing."
Music Class Shows

....

Sparta-

o-Round

By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
"Spring is busting out all over" and our own San Jose State
campus mirrors the feeling coinciding with the balmy weather. Santa
Cruz sunburns, bermudas and even a few warm-blooded sandal -wearers are beginning to dot the campus scene.
PI KAPPA ALPHA
Dreaming up plans for their 1961-62 Dreamgirl contest are the
energetic members of Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity. They are already
off to a roaring start by announcing the contest candidates as Louise
Fleury and Gretchen Green of Alpha Chi Omega, Bobbie Anderson
and Bern Matheson of Alpha Phi, Jenny Ziegler and Denise McNamara of Alpha Omicron Pi, Kathy Westlund and Susan Creel of Chi
Omega. Frantic Gallaher and Carolyn Harwood of Delta Gamma,
Diane Tarr and Caryn Feuz of Delta Zeta. Norma Galinsky and
Linda Baumgardner of Gamma Phi Beta, Linda Brinney ,ind Pam
Gustin of Kappa Alpha Theta. Carol Mussd and Adrian IMII
of Kappa Delta, Connie Loveday and Judy Gains of Kappa Kappa
Gimma. Diane Nisewanager and Diane Hoss cad of Phi Mci and Liz
Ic and Margie Richardiron cf Sigma Karpa. All are anxi aisly
awaiting Inc upcoming /oilman’s ball which will feature tna coronation of Dreamgirl 1962-63.
ALPHA TAU OMEGA
Sure to have a good time Saturday night are the fraternity Meinbers when they get together for their annual Rooting 20’s dance to
he held at the Almaden Barn. Pledging ATO this semester are Randy
Carter. Jim Baugh. Gary Stear, Bud Goad and Steve Henry.
The fraternity announced its newly elected officers as Rod
Annable. cc esident: Mike Hooper, vice president; Don Black, treasurer; Charlie Swat), scribe; Al Valerius, annals; Dick Harris, sentinel. and Dennis Chambers, usher.
DELTA ITPSILON
Roll call at the fraternity will now hear the names of Ron Allen,
Fred Andres, Denny Bates. Ken Culwell, Al Dart. Mike Domich, John
Fisher, Rick Fratus, Bob Giiffin. Dan Innes. Eton Labetich, Steve
Marks. Jim Shattuck. Stu Stringfellow, Jay Swander and Bruce
Wiseman, all of whom were recently initialed.
DELTA PHI UPSILON
A candlelight veremony recently welcomed 14 pledges for the
national women’s honor fraternity for outstanding students in early
childhood education.
Miss Linda Yamamoto, conducting the eeremony in the home of
adviser Dr. Mary Ruth Young, performed the rituals for EMrhara
Jean Velps, Geraldine Munoz. Judy Herb, Marlyn Poier. Sharon Hallett. Carleen Miura, Corrine Benison’, Dinned’ Palmer. Diane Cooper,
Stephanie Strom, Nancy Rourke, Janet Hobbs. Donna Cesarin and
Sandy Reed.
AROUND THE DORMS
In the officer election for Inter -Dorm council, Brits WetI’S remains president. Jim Watts and Sue Taylor hold positions of vice
president and secretary respectively. Committee chairmen are Jon
Glciforst. Inter-Dorm news bureau. and Lynn Freed, mmial.

People on the Way Up

\

Young American pianist J. din
Browning will present the sixth
anti final concei t of the current
26th annual San Jose Concert seties tonight at 8:30 in civic auditorium, Market lual San Carlos
sts.
Tickets are on sale at $3.90.
$3.20. $2.50 and $1.95 at Wendell
Watkins management office,
Sherman Clay, 89 S. First at.,
10:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m.
Since his fimt appearance with
the New York Philharmonic in
1956, the pianist has received
favorable reviews from critics
and gave a iecord of six soldout performances in 1957 with
the Los Angeles Philhatmonic,
The San Jose Concert series is
under the sponsorship of the. San
Jose Music: and Arts 1,001(1;01in,

f
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Copland Ballet Film
"Appalacluan spring:. a film
of the Aaron Copland ballet score
danced by Martha Graham and
company, will be shown to today’s 11:30 a.m. survey of music
literature class in Concert Hall.

10 a.m.-5 p.m. - Fri. ’NI 8 p.m. y
SY 3-4446 !
37440 Fremont Blvd.
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Canyon Ramblers
Make Appearance
Tomorrow Night

Skiing Industries
Invest and Profit
Between the first snowfall and
the ever-occurring spring thaw.
about three-and-one-half million
skiers sailed down the mountain
slopes while industries catering
to the ski enthusiast reaped $335
million. Coins amounting to $54
million were collected by the
lodging concerns themselves.
The necessary ski lift operators invest on the average of $1
in fixed capital for each dollar
of revenue.
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Fast Service
Plenty of Free Parking
Convenient Location
Low Prices
Most Important -Delicious Food
Whether you’re looking for a
full meal or just a snack,
you’ll find if At TICO’S TACOS.
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Venturi, Lotz:
Goifing Twins
Its 1/4/5.

II

"You cfrne tor shim
for doug-h."

and pint

So goes an old golfing axiom
which has meaning for two golfing figures familiar to these parts,
Ken V’enttai and Jot-int*

tail/.

, ha.
Venturi, an SJS al
Lotz,
mad.- it lii the pro rani
an ’Qs student, is ))))) re eanvented with mu+ matters as
amateur t
r IIa in e 0 t . and
school team matches.

Alum Team Has Depth at Quarterback

The alumni football squad will
use its wealth of quarterbacks to,
full ad v ant age in Saturdays
:iliani-varsity game.
Coaches Bob Bionzan. Bill Hub-,
bard and Tiny Hartranft will alterAlthough Lear does not threeflate their quarterbacks on each
putt sery many holes. he has I play. The new quarterback will
Immure trouble with this part of carry a card in from the bench
gume than any other. Venwhich has a certain play drawn
turi has lost his share id tour- on it.
11,11111.111t%
of problem%
with the putter.

,

.’alter Gm- play has heel. shown
in the huddle, the retiring quarterback will bring the card talt
of the game. Th.’ depth of the
quarterbacks on the squad make
this plan suitable.
The alums will have quarterback :Chon Gallegos, who WRS the
outstanding senior player on the
coast last year.
Gallegos holds more Spartan

ill the country far tSS to
%sidle at State.
Entertaining 1111,0101.a
game will be the Spa’
for the leaders and song girls
the de- attraction will be the
of some of the song girl- .
len.sive line.
Dan Colehico. the starting seasons. The SJS Pep band wig
left -end. weighs 1.00 pounds, play at the game.
At half time a chariot race
while left tackle illm Wheelehan
he.
tween teams of fraternities
also goes 250.
sororities will be held fat the
trip
Leon Donohue, the right tackle, seven ticket selling team,,
weighs in at 245 pounds and right
Two girls will ride on the
two.
end Jim Cadile will be 245. Midwheeled chariots with three
dle-guard Stan Galas is the small
to
man on the line, he weighs 225 five boys slIPPIYIng the "horsepower
pounds.
- -The starting offensive lineup
for the alumni will be:
LE: Billy Wilson: LT: Barley
Dow; LG: Charlie Kaalhue; Ci
Tom Louderbiwk; RG: Roy Harrahts; RT: John Sutro: RE: JunLarry Matior Morgan:
thews; FIR: Pat ilinuu; REI: Ray
Norton. The starting quarterback 113114 not been announced.
The varsity lineup will go with
passers in the nation.
Mike Jones. regular
back on the 1960 team
available.
Another factor going
alumni is its weight in

football records than day ulher
player in history.
Also available to the alumni
is Lynn Aplanlp who quarterbacked the 1952 tram which Was
second in the nation in total
yard* gained with an average
of 430.1 per game.
A third quarterback ready for
the game is Mary McKean who
in 1956 was among the top five

"Building confidence is an important part of any game. and
this is especially true in the golfing ocahl," according to McPherson.

Many of the big money winners.
such as Arnold Palmer. J erry
Barber (who’s son Tom is on the
’JS golf team’, Billy Casper and
Bob Rosburg pick up the checks
both wallop the hall chiefly because of their abilities
They
the greens.
straight and long off the tee and on
with the lung irons. Ind they both
tra,eling pro ha’, a big
also hove room for improvement , problem in this area beeause of
on their green game." says Walt
the niativ different courses and
McPherson, San Jose State gulf ,
greens he has to confront. The
eoach.
1,re:tic, eondition and curvation- 1Mspite their dissimilar positions in the world Cuf golf, Venturi
and Lutz’. similarities on the
course are many.

,d

FOR GIFT IDEAS VISIT

the

green

all

are

things

sideration.
is Ken Venturi’s plight as
tz’ should he make the transi; a; nib
; n front o :no i; a’ i;

RENT A BIKE
Hourly, daily, weekly, monthly
All Light-Weight Models
WOMEN’S
MEN’S
Call Now for RestlM

PAUL’S CYCLES
1435 The Alameda

1.
.<

CY 3-9766

be starting center or,
the alum.,: football squad that meets the varsity Saturday at 3:30 p.m. in Spartan stadium.
Louderback plays pro football with the Oakland

TOM LOUDERBACK will

STUDENT DISCOUNT

VI:

CY 7-9111
oneal117:1701

w-;

;
YORK ILTI:
wanted to bow out while 1 ll’aS
on top . . . I didn’t want to be
picked tip on a mat."
That was the way G e r g e
Edward Arcaro, better known as
’Banana Nose" in most sports
-ircles. yesterday explained his
sudden decision to retire as Amer..a’s greatest stakes jockey and
accept a new position in the busi, ness world.
’
Arcaro, who piloted 4,779 win -

NHL Semi-finals
Move to Canada

htiol ai
come

Queen

LOolltost

lit
$5,000 I

in
.64.)
to America’s most
attractive and intelligent
college girls

- all even-stephen in the National Hockey league playoffs. and
they’ll have 19 start all over again
;inlay at Montreal and Toronto.
Cup
Stanley
defending
The
ehampion Chicago Black Hawks
evened their best -of-seven semifinal series with the Montreal Canadiens at two -all Tuesday night
by beating the 1961-62 regular season champions, 5-3, while the
onderdog New York Rangers were
beating the Toronto Maple Leafs,
1-2, to knot their series.

Also ready to do any punting
that is needed Is Kent Rockholt
who was in the- top five kickers

offensive center"

Compete
DUNLOP Greatest Stakes Jockey Judoists
THIES
Eddie Arcaro Retires In Gym Tomorrow
QJALITY RECAPPING

new Weskits.
Women just orbit
around me. It makes
me feel so worldly.
Thank those lucky
stars and Al Weskits,
of course Hold it girls,
I need some space.

The SJS varsity will bo both
ways without any platooning.
The alumni have two great
kickers. Fred Lindsey, who was on
the 1941 team, completed 33 out
of 38 points after touchdown, the
school record.

Raiders His regular position is defensive middle
linebacker. In his years of pro-ball, he has been
used almost exclusively on defense. He added
on his acceptance note that he ’would like to
play

SCIENTIFIC WHEEL ALIGNING
PRECISION BRAKE ADJUSTING

in my

Dave Bonilla*.
The defensive lineup for the
alumni will consist of:
LE: Dan Colehico: LT: Jim
Wheelehan: middle guard: Stan
Galas; RI’; Leon Donohue; HE:
Jim Cadile; left line hacker: Les
Atteherry; middle line barker:
Herb Varnasaki; right line backer: Hank Charimem; LIU Matt
Vujevich; Safety: Mike Jones
and RD: Jerry Ilamliton.

:oil!’ pro. and such will be John

RELIGIOUS SUPPLIES.
GIFTS AND BOOKS
49 W San Fernando
Phone 295-2130
east

"I’M
FLYING HIGH"

LE: Greg Rocha: LT: Walt
Firstbrook; 1LAl: Cecil Lincoln:
C: Steve Mumma: HG: Bob
Base; RT: Joe Gibbons: RE:
Charlie Eider; flanker bark:
Larry Dom; FB: Johnny Johnson: Rif: Tom Doslak, and QB:

o filch he has to take into eon-

ST. JOSEPH’S
SHOP

gum -leiis also

San Jose Slate’s judo team will
t111 lot’ $30,039,-: warm tip for the Brown Belt
years of riding. championships, to he held in San
543 in purses in
announced Tuesday night that he Leandro Sunday, by meeting coach
was joining the American Total-’ George Uchicla’s California judo
izator co. as a field representative team tomorrow at 7 p.m. in the
mat room of the men’s Um.
and consultant.
The contest will pit the, best
The 46 -year-old jockey admitted
he had been mulling over "for member of each weight class
quite a while" an offer to join against the hest member from the
America n Totalizator, which opposing team.
Leading California will be the
makes and operates the electronic
betting equipment used at 165 lion brothers. Jim and Mich.
Sunday the judo team will send
horse tracks, dug tracks and jaiI
two teams of five men each to
alai frontons.
-Last summer, it was getting the Brown Belt championships in
harder and harder to ride day San Leandro. Spartan coach Yosh
after day." he told newsmen at a Uchida also plans to enter a fivepiece conference held in a mid- man white belt team,

, town New York restaurant.
was dissatisfied with my performance but, after all, if you don’t
ride during the week you arrn’’
fit to ride the celebrities on SR,
day.
"Only last Saturday,
said .
wasn’t going to quit and
meani
it. I had a great year last year
and I was tel for another big
year with horses like Kelso. Jaipur and Bowl of Flowers this
year. But Monday I decided to
accept the offer from the American Tole people."

Swimmers Face
Bulldogs Here
San Jose State’s swimming
learn, just back from the NCAA
championships will tackle Fres:,
state tomorrow in the Sparta,
pool at 4 p.m.
The Spartans are after this:
25th straight win over the pas,
three seasons. In its last how;
meet SJS defeated UOP 69-26.
Other wins this year for th;
Spartans were a 68-28 win me,
Oregon state, 48-47 over Oregon
61-34 over Stanford, 80-15 CA
San Francisco state, and a 69-2
win over the University of Cal
fornia

Football Gear
All

football candidates must
in the equipment issued to
’them prior to 5 p.m. today
Athletic Director Bob Bronzar
announced yesterday. Failure
comply will result in assessment
he said.
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for Summer and Fall Terms.

620 S. 9th St.

CY 2-3785
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STORE
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181 SOUTH FIRST ST.
San Jose 13, Caiifcr
CYpress 4-5534

7he
goid Cope
and

College Chop
321

S. 1st St.

STATE MEAT
MARKET
150 E Santa Clara
CYpreo 2.7726

Including
Allt

Center Cue
POT ROAST

carved’

DIAMOND

Wan and Meaty
SPARE RIBS
Under 3 lbs.
Spring Rib
, LAMB CHOPS

TOP

11E1ItzirJ1

JUr,e

CV 5.i

LET VITALIS’’’ KEEP YOUR HAIR NEAT ALL DAY WITHOUT GREASE!
Keep the oil in the can. In your hair, use Vitalis with V-7t, the
greaseless grooming discovery. Fights embarrassing dandruff,
prevents drynesskeeps your hair neat all day without grease.

49c
lb 39c
lb 45;

lb

Roth Smoked
SHOULDER PICNIC

ie. 69$
UALITIf

I Buy My Easter Cards and Gifts at
The

Spartan Bookstore
’RIGHT ON CAMPUS

SJS Spikers To Face Tough SCVYV Phi Sigs Beat Sheiks;
Thursday, April 5. 1962

T

21..r

rj

pc.icanee
Post
411111 will
race he.
ties arxi
the top
the IsA,),.
three to

SPARTAN DALLY

,h Bud Winter’s track and 1% in the shot and 193-112 in (he
,eany goes up against an discus this season.
A number of ex -Spartans will
aggregation Saturday
It competes against the he competing for the youth village
Clara Valley Youth Village Saturday. One of them is Al Jongewaard, holder of the SJS record
,,og at noon at Spartan55
in the hammer at
He will
heal.
By DON CHAPMAN
bal- provide top competition for the
22-18 at half time
team at the most crucial times
The Spartan freshmen will
Phi Sigma Kappa won the AllcollegesSan Spartans’ Ed Burke. Burke regThe winners never keit that and got baskets when they were
k. a trio of junior
istered
a
192-8
in
an
exhibition
College
championship last night, lead.
really needed by his team both
Agea, Stockton and San Fran- earlier this season.
defeating the independent chamRon Jones, the Sheik guard nights of the tournament," Intraa concurrent meet. The
SCVYV
has
a
pair
of
top
high
pion Sheiks, 39-30 In the Spartan who had produced eight points murals Director Dan Unruh said
..,ctits for that one will get jumpers in
Errol Williams and
gym.
In field goals during the first
Team captain Rues Mayfield
.,iay at 11 a.m.
Herm Wyatt. Williams shares the
The win was the champs’ second half, only got one more in the
wIll accept the All-College
were
times
San
starting
Jose
record
with
Vance
in as many games of the two out second stanza.
The early
championship trophy for the
,1 to allow SJS fans to at- Barnes and another ex-Spartan,
of three series.
That field goal and one scored team during halftime presentathe
meet
and
Gene
track
Zubrinsky,
at
6-10.
the
Wyatt
th
Dave Fleming. Russ Mayfield by Norm Steinbacn, are the only tion ceremonies at the Sparta
-varsity football game cleared 6-9 earlier this season in
and
a
Don Shoemaker scored field two picked up by the Sheiks in games’ varsity-alumni football
nearin
p.m.
3:30
beating
both
at
Barnes
ixigins
and Williams.
goals and Fleming got a free the second half. Steinbach, who game, Saturday.
the
told,
All
The
stadium.
youth
village also boasts
Nan
throw in the first five minutes of kept the losers from complete anMayfield led the Phi Sip?
n’s events comprise a three top ex-San Jose pole vaultsecond half play to put the Phi nialation with admirable rebound- I evenly balanced scoring with 11
package.
ers:
Jeff
Chase, Dick Kimmel] and
sports
Sigs ahead 25-24, after trailing ing, got two free throws and Gus points
PETE PETRINOVICH AND WILLIE WILLIAMS jump for joy
Charles Hightower. Chase and
as Lynn Peterson crosses the finish line in the mile relay to give
Anderson and Todd Phipeis got ,
t.ng the list of SCVYV en- Kimmell have both cleared 15 feet.
the Spartans 561/2 points to Kansas 54 and Stanford’s 511/2 in
one apiece to bring the Sheiks
will be Jay Silvester, conOther Spartans competing for
Golf
Team
phniob
Seeks
Hob Hall
last
week’s
meet.
second half scoring total to eight ,
the greatest weight SCVYV this week are
Bobby
points.
its history. Silvester, a Poynter (100 and 200 meters)
and
Anderson, whose long 100Ottit:
shot putter, has gone 57- Charley Clark (1500
and 5000
shots from the outside had to
meters). Clark is the SJS record
such a big part of the
holder in the two mile 18:54.5)
success during league play,
and steeplechase (8:58.21.
"Out Is ri
is the way held to three points.
you could describe the San Jose
Other top youth village athas low as
After the Phi Sigs had built up
State golfers’ attitude toward a fairly comfortable lead, they
letes who will be competing are
$795
their match against the Fresno
Francis Washington (400 meter
slowed down the tempo, and
state Bulldogs at Sunnyside coun- started drawing fouls.
hurdles and 110 meter high hurfor all occasions
$2195
MONZA
’61
try club in Fresno tomorrow at
dles), John Fromme (javelin),
This strategy combined with
4 Speed
Also
1
p.m.
Tom Oakley (steeplechase), Willie
In their last collision, Fresno timely baskets, proved to kill
White (100 and 200), Jack YerEARL WILLIAMS
Nonalized Stationary man (400 and 800 meters) and
came out on top 161Z-10%, for the Sheik attack.
The St. Louis Cardinals are one a chance to make the club is San Jose’s only loss this year. That
Shoemaker,
Phi
Sig
guard,
was
MOTORS
Keith Thomassen 1400 and 800 of five
in various colors
teams that have a chance Paul Toth (18-7 with Tulsa).
match was at the San Jose coun- named the most valuable player
meters) .
to win the National league pen1199 SO. FIRST STREET
Bill White (.28(1, 20 homers try club March 16.
of the tournament by the Intranant. They have only two holes and 90 RBIs) will be the regCV 2-7587
Since then, the Spartans’ lineup murals office.
Itother’s Day Cards
to fillcatcher and shortstop.
ular first baseman for the has changed slightly and they
"Shoemaker quarterbacked the
History
The catching staff is led by Carl Cards.
have built up a list of eight
I Alter’s Day Cards
CINCINNATI (UPI)The Na- Sawatski (.299). He is a good
At second base, the Cardinals victories.
tional League played a split sea- hitter but is not up to par defen- are going to go with Julian Javier
Going for San Jose will be
son in 1892 with Boston winning sively. Behind Sawatski are rook- 1.2791 one of the best fielders in
catalog
Johnny Lots, Bill Aragona, Mike
569-4377
the first half of the race and ies Tim McCarver (.222 with the league. The Cardinals are in
. information
Tanzer, Gene Miranda, Grant
Cleveland winning the second half. Charleston), Jim Schaffer. (.379 trouble if anything happens to
Hornbeak and Jack Goetz.
with
Portland)
and
Gene
Oliver
him
because
there
isn’t
any
reAll of these golfers have come
t***********************************************
(.302 with Portland>.
placement on the squad.
(Author of "I Was a Teen-ape Dwarf’, "The Many
off with outstanding scores this
Loves of Dobie Gillis", etc.)
The pitching staff is one of
Ken Boyer 1.329, 24 homers and spring, and are eager to erase the
the hest in the league. Top man 95 RBIsi, along with Eddie Mat- memory of their only loss of the
on the staff is Larry Jackson hews of Milwaukee, is one of the season.
Vegetable
Mashed Potatoes
(14-11). Supplying depth are most powerful third basemen in
Lots, who has won two Bay
EDUCATIONAL TV: ITS CAUSE
Hot Roll & Butter
Gravy
Ernie Bruen() (9-12) who won the league.
area tournaments since meeting
20 games in 1980, Bob Gibson
AND CURE
4
He doesn’t let the team down the Bulldogs, shot a two over par
(13-12), Ray Sadecki (14-10)
4
defensively, either. Among the 74 in the Spartans victory over
deal of nonsense has been written about educational
great
A
and
Curt
Simmons
(9-10).
Open
the San Francisco state Gators
476
television. Following is my contribution:
Offer Good on Saturday Only
The Cards have two highly- players who were in 100 or Tuesday.
1:30 a.m. to t
5. 10th
It has been said that television allots no desirable viewing
more
games
at
third,
he
ranks
rated
rookies
that
are
trying to
11 p.m. daily.
In the first Bulldog-Spartan
hours to educational and intellectual programs. This is simply
fourth
in
fielding
behind
Jim
44
at
break
into
the big time. Ray
Closed
match, Fresno’s John Sirman
not so. For instance, you can see "The Kant and Hegel Hour"
Wed.
4 William
Washburn (16-9 with Charleston) Davenport, Mathews and Don topped a 71 round by Lots with a
every day at 4 a.m. This excellent show is followed at 5 am.
re*********************************************** has looked strong this spring. Hoak.
69. Lotz will have his chance to
by "Kierkegaard Can Be Fun." For such lazy scamps as lie
At
shortstop,
the
Cardinals
will
Manager Johnny Keane is talking
get even tomorrow.
abed beyond that hour, there is a splendid program on Sunday
go
with
veteran
Alex
Grammes
about Washburn as if he is alThe Spartans have wins this
mornings at 7:15 called "Birds of Minnesota, Except Duluth."
(.212).
He
may
give
way
to
rookie
ready an established 20 -game
So much for the myth that TV gives no prime time to educayear over the University of San
Julio Gotay (.307 with Charles- Francisco twice, Los
winner.
tional programs. Now let us deflate another canard: that TV
Angeles state,
ton>
who
has
been
on
the
verge
The other rookie that may have
is not eager to inject intellectual content in all its programs.
Cal, the University of Pacific,
of winning the spot for the last
If you have sat, as I have sat, with a television planning
Sacramento state, Santa Clara
two years.
board, you would know that the opposite is true. I was privand San Francisco state,
ileged recently to witness a meeting of two of TV’s topmost
When St. Louis got Minnie
pmgrarn developersboth named Binkie Tattersall.
Minos 1.2801 from the Chicago
"Hinkle," said Binkie to Hinkle, "if there is one thing
White Sox in exchange for Joe
ctr U rr :042
am bound and determined, it’s that. we’re going to have intelINVESTMENT THAT PAYS
Cunningham, it strengthened the
lectual content in next season’s programs."
outfield for at least a year. Mino"Right!" replied Binkie. "So let us put on our thinking
so is 40-years-old and probably
caps and go to work."
doesn’t have too many seasons
by
"I forgot my thinking cap in Westport," said Binkie, "but
left.
I have a better notion: let us light a Marlboro."
The Spartan diamond crew,
Stan Musial (.288) is playing
"But of course!" cried Binkie. "Because the best way to
after losing twice to the Fresno his last year for the Cardinals.
think is to settle back and get comfortable, and what is the
Bulldogs Tuesday 6-3 and 1-0 in With his 42 years added to
cigarette that lets you settle hark and get comfortable?"
12 innings, will return to action 3linoso’s 40 the Cardinals out"I said Marlboro," answered Binkie. "Weren’t you listening?"
tomorrow against St. Mary’s Gaels field is the oldest in the Na"A full -flavored smoke is Marlboro," declared Binkie.
at 5:30 p.m. in Municipal stadium. tional league.
"Rich tobacco, pure white filter, a choice of pack or box.
Last year St. Mary’s had a 2-10
What is better than a Marlboro?"
Centerfielder Curt Flood (.3231
record in the WCAC. Overall they
"A Marlboro and a match," replied Binkie. "Got one?"
completes
the
outfield.
He
is
one
were 7-19. The Spartans had a
Binkie had, and so they lit their good Marlboros and settled
9-1 record in the WCAC and 16- of the better fielding players in
bark and got comfortable and proceeded to cerebrate.
the league.
"First of all," s:tid Binkie, "we are going to avoid all the old
23 overall.
Rookies Doug Clements (.342
clichAs. We will have no domestic comedies, no westerns, no
St. Mary’s have a question
private eyes, no deep sea divers, no doctors, and no Lowyera."
mark pitching staff hut. Harry with Tulsat and Don Landrum
Fabric 550 is a
"Right!" said Binkie. "Something offbeat."
(.312 with Portland) will fight
Laiolo
is
a
powerful
hitter
and
a
slacks.
in
brand new idea
"That’s the wordoffbeat," staid Binkie.
good receiver. St. Mary’s is con- with Charlie James (.255) and
Unconditionally
They smoked and cerebrated.
sidered the dark horse of the Carl Warwick (.2391 for the
"You know," said Binkie, "there has never been a aeries
guaranteed to last 12
fourth and fifth outfield spots.
league.
about the Coa.st and Geodetic Survey."
San Jose has compiled an 11-10
monthsyes, even with
PREDI(’TION: Fifth Place.
"Or about glass blowers," said Binkie.
record thus far this year. They
the hardest kind of wear.
They fell into a long, torpid silence.
are
3-1
in
WCAC
Next:
play.
The
Milwaukee
Braves.
Completely washable, yet
"You know," said Binkie, "there’s really nothing wrong with
you get a handsome,
dressy look with this
Spend a summer at . . .
crisp finish, subtle
cross weave 550 fabric.
Your choice of plain -front
(8th Summer Session, June 18 - August 25, 1962)
Traditionals or tab -front
in intensive, concentrated study of:
Continentals. Big color
I) a foreign language: or
selection. Come in and
2) the political arts of two key areas; Latin America
try on a pair. Best
or Communist China
slack investment on
Division of Political Arts
the market.
Lower division (elementary and intermediate), upper division, and
graduate courses in Chinese Mandarin, French, German, Italian, Jape.
CO)
nese, end Russian. Lower division courses in these languages are
a cliche situationprovided, of orain4e, it’s offbeat."
designed to provide minimum proficiency. .All languages taught by
native speakers, directly in language being studied. Recitation classes
"Right!" said }tinkle. "So let’s Fay we do a series *hoist a
lintited to 10 students earle. From 7 to 16 units.
CL.
guy who’s a family man with a whole hunch of lovable kids
Division of Languages and Civilizations
who play merry pranks on him."
Tipper division courses on the development of Latin America: gradu"Yeah, and he’s also a tottfata," said Binkie.
ate courses on the impart of the Castro Revolution, viewed against the
"And a deep sea direr," said Binkie.
general background of Latin America: and graduate courses on the
"WWI to law degree," said Hinkle.
development of the Chinese Commune System, viewed against the
general background of modern China. A fresh anti systematic approach
"Plus an M.D.," said Binkie.
1111 I. re
used upon consideration of comparative history, the role of religion
Oen NMI.. reffectal..11 ofn
"And he runs a detective *grata," said 1Rinkie.
oi eivilization, human geography, international economics, and law
"Hinkle," said Binkie to Binkie, "we’ve done it. again r
fres length. Extra long ink supply. Lang
public and private). 7 or 8 units.
tang -tasting. You never NMI, tent ll,ne
They shook hands silently, not trusting themselves to speak,
\ limited number of part tuition scholarships for upper division end
0, rnetliu00 point. You see what you
and lit Marlboros and settled baek to relax. for Marlboro ill
,r.oluatn rtiiirsra are available in both divisions, particularly to well
write. Retractable. Easy top butmet
nonlife,’ teachers anti promparlimr learlattre. For further information
cigarette not, only for cerebration, butt for settling back with
Six
lion
cetait,
of
Color the pen is
’nceming the Inkt Suu,nnser Session, or Fall and Spring semesters,
in fact, for all occasions and conditions, all tuna* and SUMPS,
PLUS Z.111." Green Stomps
color
of
the
,nk.
Perfect
balance.
No
writ.
1’16243,
write
to:
OPEN MONDAY II THURSDAY UNTIL Ir
all 00116021r and reasons, all men and women, ass,
et latirui. SMeet6voriting No smutlog,
Office of Admissions
no tliippmg, no false starts. TM lialg
1.1YRACTAPER. it measures up.
MONTEREY INSTITUTE OF FOREIGN STUDIES
AT KIM’S, 20 SO SECOND
to make a long story short,.,0
FREE PARKING
This column is sponsoredsometimes nerroustgby the
P. 0. Box 1522
All, le SO THIRD, OR AT ANY CITY LOT
ree,,irettero
’nuke, lo
.Wuriborra. 14 ho .ntete VOU to try (Pie’,, Pine’ *Ito,
Monterey, California
UM, O.nco
Culfr Cay feint ass
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1/4 Fried Chicken
$1.10

K&G Kitchen
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A l3rand new idea in slacks!
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To Fresno Squad
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Pan Am Week Displays
Pld
anne i n ’Three Dept

Chairman Awards u
Trophies to Start
Spring Blood Drive

Kicking off this semester’s Apiil
25 blood drive was the presentation
The Pan Arnencan union is now yesterday of a trophy to Theta Chi
San Jose State will ubseive
annual Pan American week April the Organization of A me rican fraternity, winners in the frater9 through 13 with Latin American !States, a special organization of nity division of last semester’s
exhibits in three departments and I the United Nations engulf ing blood drive competition.
The presentation was made yesa talk by Latin American author- some 20 American republics.
ity Dr. Ronald Hilton.
T he organization’s objectives terday at tel noon in the College Union office of ASB Pres. Brent
Dr. Hilton’s talk, un "The Crisis are "to promote an order of peace
Davis.
of Honesty in Latin America." and justice among the member
Sharon eastern, co-ciiairnum of
will mark the opening of the states, promote their solidarity,
the drive with Sid Maestri, made
week-long observance, Monday at strengthen their collaboration and
the presentation to Theta Chi Pres.
11:30 am. in Concert Hall. Dr. defend their sovereignty, territoBarney Deasey.
Hilton is founder-director of Stan- -ml integrity and independence."
The general all. school award
ford university’s Hispanic Amerwent to the Air Force ROTC, a
ican and Luso-Brazilian Institute,
consistent winner in this category,
one of the country’s outstanding
according to Maestre.
Latin American studies centers.
The blood drive is sponsored
The Natural Science departjointly by the ASB Community
ment, the Home Economics decommittee and the Air
libraryServices
Engineers about to take the Cali partment, and the college
Force ROTC.
will have Latin American exhibits fornia Electrical Engineering ProA poster-slogan contest, which
on display throughout the week. fessional examination will find a will end April 12, started Monday
mine of information in a book reto advertise the blood drive. A
Pan American week corrunemocently published by three San Jose
first prize of $10 and a second
rates the first international conState engineering professors.
prize of $5 will be awarded for the
ference of American states in
"Electrical Engineering License
1890. generally considered a milewinning posters.
Review" by Donald Newman, asstone in U.S.-Latin American reStudents may submit pesters to
sistant professor of general engiJut
the student activities office, Admneering; Ed Glover, professor of
242.
A resolution was adopted at the
electrical engineering; and Lincoln
first meeting, held in Washington, Jones, associate professor of elecD.C., which resulted in the creatrical engineering, is now available
tion of an organization which
Ln the Spartan Bookstore.
later became known a.’. the Pan
Newman, who is currently workAmerican union.
An evening ot Israeli dances
ing on a similar book, said the idea
for a review type book started last and songs will be the first funcspring in Los Angeles at a meeting tion of the recently organized Israeli Student organization. It will
of engineers.
SACRAMENTO UTILITY
be held tonight in Newman hall,
DISTRICT
79 S. Fifth St., at 8 p.m. The function is co-sponsored by the Hillel
An organisztion engaged in genclub.
erating, transmitting and distributing electric power to one-half million population in the Sacramento
A stereophonic record player
area. Presently has 300 megawatt
valued at $200 was stolen from a
hydro project under construction,
San Jose State student’s car Mon- TODAY
as well as numerous other civil and
day while the vehicle was parked
Collegiate Christian fellowshipelectrical projects required to meet
on campus, according to San Jose Tr C, speaker on "Are Christians
the continuous growth in the repolice.
gion. Friday. April 6, managers of
Christian?" Memorial Chapel, 11:30
Charles D: Woodruff, 20, told a.m.-12:30 p.m.
the Engineering and Personnel DeSan Jose police the record player
partments will be on campus to
AIEE-IRE, meeting, E103, 2:30
was removed from his auto early
interview graduating seniors in
Monday morning, while the car was
electrical and civil engineering for
Industrial Relations club, IBM
parked in a lot adjacent to the tour, those needing transportation
career positions.
Music building.
meet at Sixth st., IBM plant cafeS

Three Professors
Collaborate on Book

Israeli Club To Hold
Evening of Dances

Student Reports
Stolen Stereo Set

EASTER SPECIAL
$5

Shampoo Set
Haircut
STYLING BY

D"l-N,

’ANDY

Look Your Loveliest in

’

and

fe,. 57.,\
48

VICKIE"

New 1962 "Dancing Hair" Fashion
Exclusively at
253 So. 2,14:1
CY 7-8552

Come and
get C...m
Fine Dinner at
Low Prices
Chicken
Dinner . . . . . $1.25
Special Steak
Dinner
$1.10
Top Sirloin Dinner..... $1.49

ARCHIE’S STEAK HOUSE
I -)

,it. 21n1

Nreel

CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25c a line first insertion
20c line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum
TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office
Room 16, Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

teria, 7:30 p.m.
Women’s Recreation assn., basketball, WG23. 7 p.m.
Israeli Student organization, "An
Evening of Israeli Dances and
Songs," Newman hall, 79 S. Fifth
St., 8 p.m.
Student Orientation leaders, interviews, College Union, 3-5 p.m.

vchte

Open
Thurs. & Fri.
Until 9.00 P.M.

Spartaguide

Po’ Rent: Adult students. L
near college,
.dents. Very reasonable.
6-6890.
Furn. Apts. Mod. deluge I & 2 br. end
apts. With W/W carpets. laund. faci
& p enty of storage space. S..eerne,
’noes. 536 So, 8’h. CV 4.5744.

S84.50
sted studio eon...ire, carpeted,
FOR SALE
-efrigerator. bt,
’,fiend swim pool. 1 miie
Fender Telecaster guitar wth case. Etc. College. City bus
and near
$175 Ti hen’ o’er. CH 3-7401. Ping. SUNNY COURT A
Polyurithan Suifboard I an k 410’ to Direction:: From E
Soufh on 24t6 St. D
it) wit
RE 6.7166.
tr. Sunny Cowl, turn left. pi,
lb Ford V-11. stick. P&H grod rnech yards to 1243 Sunny Ct holg.
Fond. Clean, CH 3.1867,
Soy to share fern. 2 boy apt.
Pilot HieN (English hand made(.
pd. 540. 643 So. 651’.
lest iond. Must sell. New brass record
rack & 10 LPs go with player. Phone Fern. Apts. for men, large rooms. lust reduced. Swim pool. 6841 So. CV 7-4695 after 6.
CV 3-8864.
Voiee of Music four track record end
playback tape recorder. CV 2-30l0, Joe.
WANTED
Artist’s drawing fable end chair, $10. 645 3 -speed English light weight bike. PI
No. 2nd Street. CV 34630.
Ps 8.2282 Ask for Todd.

Student Affiliates of the American Chemkal society, meeting, TH20, 1:30 pin.
Roger Williams forum, speaker.
Ann? Longue! on "American in,
Pat-is." Roger Williams Co-op, 156
S. 10th st., 12:30-1:30 p.m.
Spartan Noce’, general meeting.
TI3127, 7:30 p.m.
TOMORROW
Extramural sports, golf, Almaden golf club, for transportation
contact Mrs. Alice Reynolds, WG17. 1 p.m.
Folk Music club, folk concert.
The Redwood Canyon Ramblers,
admission $1, S112. 8 p.m.
Student Orientation leaders, interviews, College Union, 3-5 p.m.

ADVICE

HOLLYWOOD

(UPD
Rosalind Russell has this advice fin
career girls: "When a girl begins
oi he successful, she should throe.’
.,way her dungarees and reach for
, mink coat. Talent is important.
, need glamor."

’MECO AM -FM tuner with AFC. Needed: Male roernmete. $25 a e
Monarch 4 spd. record changer, offer.
rent. 4 blocks front college. C’s’ 2
Pay 48 So. 8th St. CV 85594,
after 6 p.m.

RIINTALS
3 Rm. unf. apt. Stove, refr., gar. Cpl.
rely $80. 545 So. Ilth,

Masher mornings between 8 & I I
evenings. 41 South 54. EsperienTo
necessary.

Cl asses o n Seven Seas

GARY ANDER-SON
Can you imagine yourself
spending a semester of college on
a luxury liner cruising the oceans
of the world or living in a luxurious state ruom that Ls hilly
air conditioned?
This is no dream. The University of the Seven Seas offers the
college. student Just this.
Each semester a different cruise
wW leave for different parts of
the workl. The university has been
described by its director, William
Hughes,
an industrialist
from
Whittier, Calif., as a floating
laboratory that takes the student
right to the area of his studies.
WORLD LABORATORY
The idea for a university with
the world for its laboratory was
originally sponsored by the Whittier Rotary club. Mr. Hughes was
appointed by the club to farm an
organizing committee. The University of the Seven Seas is now
a corporate entity, independently
organized and operated.

accommodate 500 students and 351 of the floating laboratory, th
luniversity plans to add another
faculty members.
ship to increase the number of
ACCOMMODATIONS
applications they may accept.
There will be from two to eight
Classes will meet the’ same
students in each of the air conditioned staterooms. Ample class- number of times aboard ship as
rooms, auditoriums and recrea- an equivalent class in the states.
tional facilities are also available Only three and four-unit classes
will be offered and they will range
for the students.
the way from journalism in
Tuition for the semester varies all
countries to African mufrom $2500 to $3500 depending on foreign
sic. In addition to classes on ship,
the type of stateroom reserved by ,
the classes will take the student
the student. This amount includesl
their actual area of study
food and expenses the student to
while the ship is in dock.
would have while on ship.
For further information regardThe ship will also include a
swimming pool and complete hos- ing the university students may
pital facilities with a medical contact Dr. Frank G. Willey, edstaff provided aboard ship. Jewish, ucational counselor for the projCatholic and Protestant chaplains ect, and SJS coordinator of the
will hold services and be at the extension service. Dr. Willey has
, a supply of pamphlets concerning
students service at all times.
After the first two semesters! the university.

Different!

Filet of

The SIN Tour and Ca.
w

is planning a High
Sif.rni trip uss
weekend,

leaving Irolti
nese’ the cafeteria at
ramin tumor.
row, ’they will return
WNW 10
p.m. Sunday.

The nip will cesi
$18.25 tur
t ranspoi t allot) uflti 11xly,i/Ig5
and
$7 for meals.
The agenda hem’ the. trill
lists suit
activities as shoppin,g. skating,
ed.
ing, dancing and other
entertain.,
ment.

Those going are urged
to wear
warm clothing. All ski equipment

may be carried on the bus
or rm.
eel at the ski fields.
All SJS students are
weleme.
Tickets may re obtained from
Tony
Dyke, president; Roy
Ghazirriotad.
treasurer, or or one of the
try,..
son’s in NI204

Job Interviews -4-

Faculty Evaluation
To Be Discussed

For All Your Music
Requirements Make
DE ANGELO’S
the Place to Go
P1.4Nos, STEREO, RECORDS 6

COMPLETE SHEET MUSIC DEPT
BAND INSTRUMENTS
Open Till 7 PM.
Monday - Thru
Saturday
Bankamericard
First National Charge

1518 E. SANTA CLARA
CL 1-2446

\t l\\ It
Fall Semester
or

SAHARA OIL

a,

$200.00 and up
U napproved
$140.00 and up
a month

LOWEST
GAS PRICES
IN TOWN

Lon

Approved

POSITIVELY THE

SPARTAN RENTAL
SERVICE
485 So. 9th

CY 7-8877

BARITEAUS’

Dry Cleaners and Launderers
318 So. 10th Street

(near San Carlos)

Another First For All Of You
Four Pounds of Clothes Cleaned and Returned to You

$1.00

on Hangers, for only

190

Eight Pounds for

Try Our

FISHWICH

2 -Day
Sierra Trip

Job Interviews Mil be held in the Placement office, Adm234, unless specified
The first semester course of the otherwise. Appointment lists are put out in advance of the interview. Students
university in the fall of 1962 will are requested to sign up early.
give major attention to Africa TOMORROW
Interviews at 353 S. Fifth st.
and southeaet Asia. The second
Evtieral Bureau of Investigation.
Broadway -Hale stores, ine.: ;illy
cruise, in the spring of 1963, will major tor trainees on the exeeutee
States department it jusshow the student Asia and Latin training squad, 353 S. Fifth St.
I ive: account ing majors, and littera I
America.
:.rts rna.jors with linguistic
International Paper co.: any ma- in the Oriental and Slavic lain
The ship that has been selected
and train- ,alages, Russian or Spanish.
placement
direct
jor
for
for the first cruise is the S.S.
sales.
Jerusalem. Recently the ship was ing programs for industiial
Thompson, Dechow & Reich,’
Radiation at Stanford: B.S. in
inspected and passed the qualifiCPA: any major interested in accations the directors wanted their electrical engineering, 353 S. Fifth
counting for positions as junior
campus to have. The ship will st.
staff accountants. Interviews at
Piffle Western Development lab- 353 S. Fifth St.
oratories: business administration
Jennings Radio Manufacturing
and accounting, fel. general accounting anti financial manage- corp.: majors in mechanical or
electrieal engineering. Interviens
ment positions, 353 S. Fifth st.
at 353S. Fifth st.
"Faculty Evaluation and AcaSaeramento Municipal Utility
Lever Brothers co.: any mane demic Freedom" will be discussed district: electrical engineers 353 S..
tomorrow at 12:30 p.m. in rooms Fifth St.
who is interested in sales and marA and 13 of the cafeteria by Dr.
Simi Valley Unified school dile: keting for sales trainee position:
William Rogers, professor of eleInterviews at 353 S. Fifth St.
mentary education, in an address Diet Ventura county): elementary
candidates
before the SJS chapter of the and high school teacher
American Association of University
Camp Curry co. (Yosemite N.,
Professors.
tional park) will interview those
Dr. Rogers is chairman of the men interested in working there
college’s committee on academic this summer. Although the interfreedom and of a faculty council views will be held on Monday, inad hoc committee for establishing terested students must sign fer
criteria for the evaluation of pro- interviews by tomorrow.
bationary faculty.
Recommendations made by the MONDAY
Pittsburgh-Des Moines Steel co.:
evaluation committee to the faculty
CO.
council and some of the problems majors in civil engineering for pofacing both committees will be dis- sitions as engineer trainees, leadSecond and Willians
cussed by Dr. Rogers.
ion.tineering positions.

Something

Each Additional Pound

25c

Fish

Delicious Sauce
Lettuce & Burger Bun

line

.4

hur Club
nique University Holds Plans

Only
39t

REMEMBER OUR COMPLETE FINISHING DRY CLEANING
SERVICE ALSO
DAILY
In at 9:00
Out at 5:00

Cooked to Order

Low, Low Laundry Prices Still in Effect.

HOLIDAY
Fast Serv Foods
leering front new library!

4th and San Fernando

SHIRTS

Four

for

99C

t.

A

LAUNDRY TROUSERS

Two for

99C
ti

